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1. Optimizer



- Unscrew the aerator from 
  faucet with help of plyer or hand.



- After unscrewing the aerator, push-out the filter 
   and gasket out of the aerator.
- If needed gently clean both faucet inside and 
   aerator with brush before taking any further 
   Installation steps.

Aerator with outside threads
are male aerators 

Aerator with inside threads
are female aerators



Use this if needed 
in case of leakages.

gasket-2

Steps are for Junior type tap
Take-out Optimizer & Gasket from Box 

- Gently insert the optimizer in aerator and check if it 
   fits in aerator. If it does not fits skip “3.1” and move 
   to step “3.2”. 
- Place the gasket-1 on the top of the aerator.
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- Insert the adopter in Aerator. If needed fix the 
   adopter with gentle force.
- Now insert the optimizer inside the aerator 
   through the adopter.
- Place the gasket-1 on the top of the aerator.

Take-out Optimizer, Adopter & 
Gasket-2 from Box 

Steps are for Standard type tap

gasket-1

Use this if needed 
in case of leakages.

gasket-2
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- Gently tighten/screw the aerator with optimizer back 
   to the faucet by using Hands.
- Once the aerator fixes to the faucet use wrench or 
   plyer to completely tighten/screw the aerator, to avoid 
   any leakages.
   
   Note: Do not use too much force.  



 - Now it is ready for use.



 - Use any tool or hand to grip the cylinder to twist.
 - Twisting cylinder will not increase the flow rate,
    but it will get more convinent for your needs. 

Rotate the outer cylinder
to left side in order to 
increase water span area.

Rotate the outer cylinder 
right side to 
decrease water span area. 



   If you observe leakage from the optimizer or aerator 
   follow below instructions:
1.Aerator might not be completely tightened. 
   Please tighten/screw it more.
2.If nothing works you might need to use both Gaskets 
   provided in the box and repeat step “3.2”.


